Lack of comprehensive information on frequently asked questions (FAQ) web pages forces users to pose their questions on community question answering forums or contact businesses over slow media like emails or phone calls. This in turn often results into sub-optimal user experience and opportunity loss for businesses. While previous work focuses on FAQ mining and answering queries from FAQ pages, there is no work on verifying completeness or augmenting FAQ pages. We present a system, called FAQAugmenter, which given an FAQ web page, (1) harnesses signals from query logs and the web corpus to identify missing topics, and (2) suggests ranked list of questions for FAQ web page augmentation. Our experiments with FAQ pages from five enterprises each across three categories (banks, hospitals and airports) show that FAQAugmenter suggests high quality relevant questions. FAQAugmenter will contribute significantly not just in improving quality of FAQ web pages but also in turn improving quality of downstream applications like Microsoft QnA Maker.
INTRODUCTION
Enterprises put up frequently asked questions (FAQ) pages to satisfy users' frequent information needs. If the queries do not get answered through such pages, users pose them on community question answering (cQA) forums, or contact businesses over slow media like emails or phone calls. In 2014, Quora claimed that 10% Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA © 2020 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6822-3/20/02. . . $ Alternative mechanisms to seek answers (phone calls, emails, queries on cQA forums, etc.) are slow. Often times, impatient users timeout and make sub-optimal decisions. Even if users wait to get the information, it leads to poor experience with long task completion times. For enterprises, answering such questions requires call center investments which in turn involve high costs, agent recruitment and retention, call center quality assurance, etc. In case of impatient users, this could also mean churn to competition and hence loss of business opportunity. Motivation Our work is motivated by the intuition that there must be a way to identify popular user queries in a category using FAQ web pages hosted by multiple enterprises in that category. Given that users usually access FAQ pages via search, such queries can also be weighed based on their query log footprint. Such popular questions can then be suggested to FAQ web page owners for inclusion. Problem Definition The proposed FAQAugmenter system aims to address the following problem. Given set of FAQ web pages from an enterprise, suggest an additional set of questions.
Challenges The problem of suggesting additional questions for FAQ pages is difficult because of the following.
• It is difficult to find and rank important questions across multiple FAQ pages for each category. Redundancy needs to be avoided. • Suggested questions should not just be popular across multiple other FAQ pages, but also ones that are queried for significantly by users.
Brief Overview of the Proposed Approach Given a set of FAQ pages from an enterprise e, we obtain a ranked list of queries that led to clicks for these FAQ pages. These queries are clustered and matched with expected query clusters for FAQ pages in the same category. Matching leads to identification of query clusters c which are not served by current FAQ pages from e. Further, by parsing question answer pairs from FAQ pages and finding best matching questions (to queries in c) from such pairs, we generate suggested question candidates. Such candidates are further filtered using heuristics like presence of rare words, question phrases, etc. Finally, filtered candidate questions are ranked using query-based and corpus-based signals. Fig. 1 shows the system diagram for FAQAugmenter.
Main Contributions In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper.
• We propose the problem of suggesting additional questions for enterprise FAQ web pages. • We propose a system architecture that exploits query-based and corpus-based signals to solve the problem • We perform experiments with data from three categories (banks, hospitals and airports) and show both qualitative and quantitative results.
RELATED WORK
Our work is related to two main research areas: Data mining for FAQ web pages, and novelty detection for text.
Data Mining for FAQ Web Pages Research on FAQ web pages has focused on three sub-areas: (1) FAQ mining using list detection algorithms [7, 8] , (2) answering questions using FAQ web pages (FAQ-Finder [6] , Auto-FAQ [15] , [7, 13] ), and (3) navigational interface for Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) pages [12] . Surprisingly, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work on verifying completeness of FAQ pages or suggesting questions for enriching such pages, which is the focus of our work. Novelty Detection for Text Since our work focuses on finding additional questions which can enrich current FAQ pages, it is in a way related to the novelty detection area. The novelty detection problem for text seeks an automatic means of detecting new sentences [2, 14], novel topics [5, 17] , new interesting events [1] , or new stories (or first story detection [11, 16] ) in a given collection of documents or news articles. In this work, given the large collection of web FAQ documents in the same category, our goal is to find novel questions that can be recommended for an FAQ page or a set of FAQ pages belonging to an enterprise. Fig. 1 shows the system diagram for FAQAugmenter. We next discuss the components of the FAQAugmenter system in detail. Let W (e) denote the set of FAQ web pages on an enterprise portal e, e.g., https://www.bankofamerica.com. Our goal is to suggest an additional set of questions Q that are novel and relevant compared to existing questions in W . Given the enterprise portal e, we obtain W (e) as web pages which belong to the web domain, and match some heuristics like presence of the keyword "faq" in the URL. Data Extraction from Query Logs Let R(e) be the set of top K other enterprises in the same category (e.g., banking) as e. Thus, R(e) could consist of "U. S. Bank", "CitiBank", etc. We assume access to a ranked list of enterprises with their category ordered by average query volume. We compute a set X (e ′ ) (for each e ′ ∈ {e} ∪ R(e)) of top queries from Bing's query log that lead to maximum clicks to pages in W (e ′ ). Thus, this module outputs a click-through graph of popular queries X (e ′ ) which lead to clicks on web pages W (e ′ ) for each e ′ ∈ {e} ∪ R(e). Query Clustering Next, we wish to cluster queries in X (e ′ ) such that the user intents when accessing the FAQ pages in this business category can be identified. Missing user intents in W (e) can then be a good source for question suggestions for e. We tried two ways of clustering: (1) network based partitioning using Louvain method [3] where query words form the nodes of the graph, and edge weight for edge between two words is proportional to number of queries in which the two words cooccur.
COMPONENTS OF FAQAUGMENTER
(2) obtain a 512D Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) representation [4] for each query, project the queries into 2D space using t-SNE [10] , and then perform KMeans clustering. We found the second method to be more effective. We cluster each set of X (e ′ ) queries separately to obtain clusters C(e ′ ) for each e ′ . Each cluster c is represented by V (c) which is the 512D averaged representation of all queries in the cluster. Missing Query Cluster Extraction Given C(e ′ ) clusters corresponding to each e ′ ∈ R(e), we wish to identify novel clusters (intents) that can be used for recommending questions for e. Hence, this module first computes a cluster (cosine) similarity score between every cluster in C(e) and every cluster in {c ′ |c ′ ∈ C(e ′ ) and e e ′ }. We define novel clusters as {c ′ |c ′ ∈ C(e ′ ), c ∈ C(e) and e e ′ and max c [sim(c, c ′ )] < τ } where τ is a threshold and sim(c, c ′ ) = Cos-Sim(V (c), V (c ′ )). In other words, we find novel clusters N as those query clusters from other enterprises which have poor similarity with any cluster in C(e). Candidate Generation This module extracts top three candidate questions corresponding to each query in each novel cluster n ∈ N detailed as follows. For each novel cluster n, we first obtain a set of FAQ URLs which were clicked from queries q n in n. These URLs are processed using Microsoft's QnA Maker service 3 to obtain a list of question-answer pairs 4 . Next, for each query q n , we obtain top three questions from these QA pair lists best matching with the query, using MT-DNN [9] based similarity measure. Thus, each novel cluster n results into a maximum of 3×|n| number of candidate questions. These questions are processed to remove the name of the enterprise from the question. Duplicate questions across queries within same cluster, and also across clusters are removed to obtain a final set of candidate questions. Corpus-based Question Ranking Score Generation The set of candidate questions obtained so far are novel (from query log perspective) and also important (since they were extracted from FAQ pages clicked highly frequently). However, there may be web pages on the website e which provide information related to the question. Hence, we compute a corpus-based question ranking score for each candidate question as follows. We query for the string "q e" on Bing where q is the question and e is the name of the enterprise for which we want to suggest questions. Further, from among the top 10 pages returned by Bing, we consider FAQ pages from the web domain e, extract question answer pairs from these pages using QnA Maker, and compute similarity between the candidate question q and these questions from the pairs. 1-maximum cosine similarity is Candidate Filtering This module filters the candidate questions using various heuristics as follows.
• Unique Question Filter: Given a candidate question, all words in the question must occur in FAQ pages of at least two enterprises among R(e). This is to ensure that we do not recommend questions corresponding to specific products from one enterprise for e. For example, "what is the fees for entry to Marhaba lounge" from Dubai airport's FAQ page should not be suggested for an FAQ page for Chicago airport. • Length Filter: To get rid of noisy questions, we ignore questions with length less than 4 words or more than 40 words. • Question Phrase Filter: We enforce that the question must contain at least one of the following question phrases: what, why, where, when, how, which, can I, do I.
Candidate Ranking and Selection
The filtered questions are ranked using a linear combination of two scores: query log based score and corpus based score. The corpus based score is computed using the corpus based redundancy as described above. The query log based score for a question is proportional to the number of clicks received by web page(s) that contain the question. Top few questions are then selected as suggestions.
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Dataset
We experiment with datasets from five enterprises across each of the three business categories: banks (Bank of America, U.S. Bank, CitiBank, Capital One, Wells Fargo), hospitals (Cedars-Sinai, Johns Hopkins Medicine, Michigan Medicine, UPMC, UW Health) and airports (O'Hare, San Francisco, Gatwick, Manchester, Heathrow). For every category, we choose 5 enterprises and use data from each of the enterprise to suggest questions for others. For each enterprise, we obtain 5000 most frequent queries and FAQ pages clicked from such queries. On average, this leads to 55 URLs per enterprise. Fig. 2 shows distribution of clicks to FAQ pages across the set of queries per category.
Results
We used FAQAugmenter to suggest 20 questions for each of the 15 enterprises across. Further, we got these judged by three annotators.
Annotators were asked to search for the question on Bing, and label the question as (1) exists on portal e and exists on FAQ page on e, (2) exists on e but not on FAQ page on e, or (3) does not exist on portal e. The averaged pair-wise inter-annotator agreement was 0.8 across the three choices. We report two metrics strict precision@K and weak precision@K in Fig. 3 for K=1 to 10. For strict precision, we consider only case 3 as a correct suggestion. For weak precision, we consider cases 2 and 3 as correct suggestions. The results show that the system suggests high quality questions across categories.
Analysis
Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show t-SNE plots of five randomly selected clusters across the three categories respectively. We show five randomly selected queries from these clusters in Table 1 . The results show that the clusters obtained are very meaningful. Overall, we obtained 99, 103, and 70 novel clusters across the three categories. The candidate generation module produced 393, 348, and 184 candidate questions for the three categories. Table 2 shows the number of questions remaining after every candidate filtering step. Finally, Table 3 shows top suggestion per enterprise generated by FAQAugmenter.
Demonstration
We will demonstrate the capabilities of FAQAugmenter as described in Section 3. We will use a small part of the query log for the demo. The demo will allow the users to enter the name of an enterprise, and will show FAQ pages for that enterprise, current set of questions on enterprise's FAQ pages, and suggestions to augment these pages.
There are no specific demo requirements.
System Limitations
The current design of the system depends on existence of search engine click logs. It also assumes that enterprises have been categorized by business domains.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an interesting problem of suggesting additional questions for enriching FAQ pages. Our proposed system, FAQAugmenter, produces high quality suggestions by exploiting query log based as well as corpus based signals. Through extensive experiments, we showed the efficacy of the proposed system. 
